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Dated 17.03.2016
AHM-CUSTM-OOO-COM-O 1()- 16- 1 7
AJAY JNN, Principal Commissioner, Customs,
Ahmedabad
10.11.2016
10.11.2016
1. M/s. Paramount Overseas (Proprietor Shri
Viren Pravinbhai Thacker), Bhuj-370001
2. M/s. Mahavir Overseas, (Proprietor Shri
Falgun Indravadan Shah), Bhuj
3. Shri Mehul Navinchandra Pujara, Adipur,
Kutchh, Gandhidham
4. Shri Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias Ramani,
Aiya Nagar, Mundra Road, Bhuj-371001
5. Shri Kamleshbhai, Director of M/s. Al Shams
Plastic Waste Ind. Tr. LLC & M/s.Azan General
Trading FZE P.O. Box : 47460,Industrial Area
No.10, Sharjah, UAE.

Order-In-Original No.
Order-In-Original Passed
By
Date of Order
Date of Issue
Name and Address of

I

Noticees

1.

This copy is granted free of Charge for the use of the person to whom it is

issued.

2. An appeal against this Order files before the Customs, Excise and Service
Tax Appellate Tribunal, Western Zonal Bench (WZB), O-2O, New Mental
Hospital Compound, Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad, PIN Code No:380 016 within
three months from the date of receipt of this Order as provided under Section
129A(3) of the Customs Act, 1962.
3. The appeal is required to be frled in quadruplicate in from CA-3 as

per Rule 6(4) of Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. It should be accompanied by
following documents:I) Four copies of the Order, appealed against should be filed, where one
copy should be a certified copy duly affixed a Court Fee Stamp of Rs.5=00.
II) A crossed demand draft drawn in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the
Bench of the Tribunal on a branch of any Nationalized Bank located where the
Tribunal is situated, for an amount of Rs.1,0O0/-, Rs.5,000/- or Rs.1O,O00/as the case may be, in view of Sub- Section 6 of Section 129(A) of the Customs
Act, 1962.
4. The Appeal should bear a Court Fee Stamp as provided under Indian
Stamp Act, 1989 (enacted by the State legislation).
5. Any person desirous to file an Appeal against this Order Shall deposit
seven and a half per cent (subject maximum of Rs. 10 crores) of the Duty
demanded, inc case where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty,
where such penalty along is in dispute, failure of which the appeal will be liable
to be rejected for non-compliance of the provisions of Section 129(E) of the
Customs Act, 1962.

6.

The Appeal should be presented in person to the Registrar of the Bench
or to be sent by registered post addre
to the Registrar
c

E
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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE

1.

Based on a specific intelligence that cigarettes of foreign make were being
smuggled into India by way of concealment declared to be of Waste Paper and
LDPE Re-grinding, the officers of Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Regional Unit,
Surat, had put on hold six impoft containers at Adani Hazira Port P. Ltd. (AHPPL),
Hazira, Surat on 26.03.2015. Details of the same are shown as under :

sl.

Consignee

No.

2

Bill of Lading No.

Container No.

Declared

Mahavir
Overseas

1

Item

Pa

Re-

MSCUD9809627

FCrU8732522
MSCU9339239

vAsc 746297

MSCUD9809593

GLDU75L4342
TC1U9853300

SAMSO21365
KDKD21O318

MSCUD9814163

MEDU8764461
TCNU7474638

MP0323049
MPO322967

rind ing

ramount

Do-

-

Overseas
Paramount
Overseas

Sea

I

No.

LDPE
g

Party

Waste Paper

BAYX 356752

2. The examination of aforesaid six containers was carried out on 27.03.2015
under panchnama in presence of Shri Jayesh Mehta, Authorised Representative of
CHA flrm M/s. Mathuradas Narandas & Sons Forwarders Ltd., Mumbai; Shri Mehul
Navinchandra Pujara, representative of the importing firms M/s. Paramount
Overseas, Bhuj & M/s. Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj; Shri Kunal Desai, Sr.Manager of
M/s. Adani Enterprises Pvt. Ltd. and Shrl S.K.Pramod, Sr.Manager of Shipping Line
Agent M/s. MSC Agency (India) Pvt. Ltd., Surat. Upon examination, two containers
i.e. bearing Nos. TCNU7674638 and MEDU8764461, were found to contain only the
declared items viz., Waste Papers of Old Corrugated cartons.
3.

The container Nos. GLDU7514342 and MSCU9339239 were examined under
panchnama on 27.03.2015 and containers bearing Nos. FCIU8732522 and
TCLU98533OO on 28.03.2015. Upon examination of the said containers, it was'
noticed that LDPE re-grinding bags were stacked in the front side of the container
and cartons of cigarettes were found concealed behind the LDPE Regrinding bags.
The details of cigarettes found in all these four containers are detailed at para 3.4
to 3.8 of the SCN.

4.

It

was observed that none of the packets of filter cigarettes had any retail
sale price or maximum retail price either printed or embossed on it. The summary
is given below :
M/s. Mahavir Overseas
SI

Container

Details

No.

No.

goods

1

/

Bill of Lading No. MSCUD9809627

of

Description

Quantity
(in Kgs)

MSCU

LDPE

t7 ,300

9339239

Grinding

Re-

Details of goods physically found on examination

Declared

Description

Quantity

LDPE

4550 Kgs. (182 bags x

G

Re-

rind ing

Present Market
Value (Rs.)

2,27,500

2s kgs.)

Filter

84,20,000 Nos.

6,36,20,000

Cigarettes
2

FCIU

LDPE

8732522

Grinding

Re-

LDPE

2r,775

(74t

Grinding

,/.'.

..

Re-

6850 KBs. (274 baBs x
2s kgs.)

3,42,500

Poge

t

I

of

l1
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bags)

Filter

73,44,000 Nos

5,14,08,000

Cigarettes
TOTAL

11.,55,98,000

M/s. Paramount Overseas / Bill of Lading MSCUD9809593
sl.
No.

1

Container

Details

No.

goods

GLDU
7

514342

of

Declared

Description

Quantity
(in Kgs)

LDPE

20,2@

Re-

Grinding
(864
bags)

Details of goods physically found on examination

Description

LDPE

Re-

Quantity

6525 Kgs.(261 bags x

Grinding

25 kgs.)

Filter

73,15,200 Nos.

Present Market
Value (Rs.)

3,26,250

5,12,06,400

Cigarettes
2

TCLU

LDPE

98s3300

Grinding

Re-

18,275
(746
bags)

LDPE

Re

2575 kgs.(103 bags x

Grinding

25 kgs.)

Filter

90,17,200 Nos.

t,28,750

6,56,50,400

Cigarettes
TOTAL

5.

:

Lr,73,rt,800

On the preliminary veriflcation, 2602 boxes containing total Nos. of

3,20,96,400 foreign origin Filter Cigarettes valued at Rs.23,18,84,800/- imported
by above said firms, were placed under seizure along with 820 bags of LDPE
Regrinding i.e. 20,500 Kgs. valued at Rs.10,25,000/- which had been used for
concealment of the Filter Cigarettes under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962
as the same appeared to be liable to conflscation.

6.

During investigation, searches/verification

of different

premises was

conducted and statements of various persons were also recorded.

6.1

Shri Jayeshbhai L Mehta. Authorised Signatory of M/s Shakti Forwarders
P.Ltd., who was also working for M/s Mathuradas Narayandas Forwarders Ltd. in his
statement dated 29.03.2015 confirmed the facts drawn in the panchnama dated
27.03.2015 and 28.03.2015. He further stated that he had handled Customs
clearance work of 12/13 containers of the said importers at ICD Valvada; that Shri
Viren Thacker owner of M/s Paramount Overseas met him twice at his office at Vapi
for giving declaration and documents, but no one from M/s Mahavir Overseas,
Kutch had ever visited him; that the documents for Customs clearance of the said
firm were brought by Shri Mehul Pujara.

6.2

Shri Mehul Navinchandra Pujara representative of M/s Paramount Overseas
and M/s. Mahavir Overseas in his statement dated 29.03.2015 and 30.03.2015
agreed with the contents mentioned In the panchnama dated 27.O3.20L5 and
28.03.2015. . He further stated that in the past, on account of non-fulfilment of
export obligation, the Enforcement Directorate had initiated enquiry under FEMA
and a penalty of Rs.8 lakhs was imposed on him for FEMA violation; that Shri Viren
Thacker and Shri Falgun I Shah are proprietors of M/s. Paramount Overseas and
M/s. Mahavir Overseas respectively; that Shri Viren Thacker had given him the
work related to impoft of both the flrms; that all the business transactions were
controlled, managed and financed by Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Pratik Ramani;
tember, 2OL4 ot LDPE Regrinding
that they had imported first consignm
Page 2 of ll
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through Hazira Port in the name of M/s. Paramount Overseas and he had handled
the clearance and sale of the said goods in local market; that till then
approximately 20 consignments of plastic regrinding in the name of M/s. paramount
Overseas and approximately 2 or 3 consignments in the name of M/s. Mahavir
Overseas, were cleared from Hazira and ICD Vapi-Valvada; that Customs Clearance
work of the said consignments at Hazira port were done by Shri Jayesh Mehta; that
payment to Shri Jayesh Mehta was made by Shri Viren Thacker in respect of both
M/s. Paramount Overseas and M/s. Mahavir Overseas. Regarding the seizure of
above 2602 cartons of Filter Cigarettes, he stated that he was informed by Shri
Viren Thacker that the said four containers were stuffed with foreign origin Filter
Cigarettes and the same were to be cleared from the Customs, Hazira Port through
transhipment to ICD-Valvada, Vapi under the guise of LDPE Regrinding as declared
in Bill of Lading. However, before the said work was completed, the DRI had
conducted examination of the containers and he immediately informed Shri Viren
Thacker and asked him to come to Surat, but he, in turn informed that he was at
Bhuj and would come to Surat on 30.03.2015, Regarding export clearance of goods
from Dubai, he stated that Shri Kamleshbhai of Dubai, who owns M/s. Al Shams
Plastic Industries Tr. LLC and M/s. Azan General Trading FZE, both Dubai, had
exported the said LDPE Regrinding and Filter Cigarettes. He further stated that he
was not aware of exporting firm viz., M/s. Hayat Al Duniya General lrading FZE,
Ajman Free Zone, Ajman, UAE as it was for the first time he had received the
consignments from the said pafty but the Invoices in the name of sald firm had
been managed by Shri Kamleshbhai. He further stated that he knew the Customs
Rules and Regulation regarding import and export of the goods and admitted that
he had committed an offence under the provisions of Customs Act by illegally
importing filter cigarettes of foreign origin by using LDPE Regrinding for
concealment. On being shown statement dated 29.03.2015 of Shri Jayesh L. Mehta,
he stated that the fa cts mentioned by Shri Jayeshbhai Mehta with respect to M/s.
Paramount Overseas and M/s. Mahavir Overseas were true and correct. While
perusing the seized documents from the premises of M/s, Vijay Cargo Movers, Vapi
he stated that M/s Maa Ashapura was owned by Shri Pratik Ramaniflhacker (alias
Vaghadiya) of Bhuj and he was also financer & paftner in M/s. Paramount Overseas
and lvl/s. Mahavir Overseas and was also one of their key aid for Customs clearance
work, logistics & transport arrangement for further disposal of LDPE Regrinding as
well as smuggled Cigarettes. Regarding payment for the Filter Cigarettes and its
financial transaction, he stated that the part payment might have been made by
Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Pratik Ramani through their mutual arrangement with
Shri Kamleshbhai of Dubai but he did not have knowledge of the same; that if the
cigarettes would have safely been cleared from Customs, the same was to be
stored in their godown situated at GIDC, Vapi and disposed off as per the direction
and instruction of Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Pratik Ramani.

7

at residence premises of
Shri Viren Pravinbhai Thacker, Shri Falgun Indravadan Shah and Shri Pratik
Kanubhai Ramani (Vaghadiya). During the search at the residence of Shri Viren
Enquiry/ verification was conducted on 01.04.2015

Pravinbhai Thacker (Proprietor of M/s. Paramount Overseas) nothing was resumed.
The search conducted at the residence premises of Shri Falgun Indravadan Shah
(Proprietor of M/s. Mahavir Overseas) yielded recovery of ceftain documents.
During the search of the residence premises of Shri Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias
Ramani (Vaghadiya) three mobile phones without sim card were seized. Similarly,
a search was also conducted at the residential premises of Shri Mehul Navinchandra
Pujara on 08.04.2015 and certain documents were resumed.

8

Shri S.K. Pramod Kumar, Senior Manager (operation) M/s. MSC Agency
(India) Pvt. Ltd, Surat, in his statement dated 09.04.2015 confirmed the facts
mentioned in the Panchnamas dat
.2015 and 28.03.2015 whereby
Page 3
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recovery of foreign origin cigarettes concealed in the containers were narrated; that
the said consignments were to be moved from Hazira Port to ICD Valvada, Vapi;
that Shri Mehul N. Pujara had submitted all three Bills of Lading in original and
other documents; that in respect of all the imports of M/s. Paramount Overseas and
M/s. Mahavir Overseas Shri Mehul N. Pujara submitted the original B/Ls and other
documents required for delivery order; that he did not know Shri Viren P. Thacker
or Shri Falgun I. Shah; that sometime Shri Jayesh L Mehta of Mathuradas
Narayandas & Sons Forwarders Ltd. used to visit their otfice for taking delivery

order along with Shri Mehul Pujara; that Shri Mehul Pujara used to sign and
endorse terms & conditions in original copy of B/L and other documents as V. P.
Thacker and Falgun I. Shah for taking delivery order; that as per shipping
instructions, the shipper was M/s. Azan General Trading FZE, P.O. Box-61446,
Dubai-U.A.E.; that however, the shipper, M/s. Azan General Trading FZE vide their
email dated 05.03.2015 had requested their Dubai office for correction in shippers
name, address, etc. and corrected as M/s. Hayat Al Duniya General Trading FZE,
Ajman Free Zone, Ajman-UAE. Accordingly, MSC (UAE) LLC, Dubai has filed cargo

,

manifest for vessel K PHOENIX before the Dubai Customs.

9

Shri Vijay Mathuradas Chandan, Managing Director of M/s Mathuradas
Narandas & Sons Forwarders, Mumbai, in his statement dated 29.04.2015 stated
that he had contact with Shri Jayesh Mehta of Vapi since 2000 and he brought
parties for Customs clearance work at ICD Valvada; that Customs clearance works
of M/s Paramount Overseas and M/s Mahavir Overseas, were brought by Shri
Jayesh Mehta; that they had handled total six consignments of LDPE/Plastic
Regrinding imported by M/s. Paramount Overseas & M/s Mahavir Overseas and
were cleared at ICD Valvada; that the bills/debit notes towards charges have been
raised by Shri Jayesh L, Mehta, Vapi to the respective parties; that he had never
interacted with any persons of the said firms directly; that he met Shri Viren
Thacker and Shri Pratik Thacker once at Vapi ICD introduced by Shri Jayesh Mehta
as owners of the said firms and had also met 5-6 times Shri Mehul Pujara as
authorized persons/agent of both the said firms; that he did not know Shri Falgun
Shah; that the documents for Customs clearance work of both the firms were
received by Shri layesh Mehta through Shri Mehul Pujara. Upon perusal of
Panchnama dated 27.03.2015 & 28,03.2015 drawn at Adani Hazira Port, Hazira,
Surat, he confirmed that he was present during the panchnama whereby four
containers containing 2602 cartons of cigarettes of foreign origin were placed under

I

seizure,

10

Meanwhile, Shri Mehul Navinchandra Pujara was arrested by the officers of
DRI for his acts of omission and commlssion in relation to smuggling of cigarettes of
foreign origin and was produced before the Hon'ble Chief Judicial Magistrate on
30.03.2015. He was sent to judicial custody as per the Hon'ble Court's order. His
bail application was rejected by the Hon'ble Chief Judicial Magistrate, Surat. Against
the aforesaid order, he has filed bail application before the Hon'ble Principal District
and Sessions Judge, Surat which was also rejected. Further, he has filed Criminal
Misc. Application (for temporary Bail) before Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat and
accordingly, he was released on bail for a period of 15 days.

Three mobile phones, recovered during the search at the residential
premises of Shri Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias Ramani (Vaghadiya) under

11

Panchnama on 01.04.2015, were sent for forensic examination and data extraction.
The Directorate of Forensic Science, Surat, vide letter dated 13.08.2015 forwarded
the Report. Scrutiny of the same revealed that Shri Pratik was in touch with other
alleged offenders in the present case.

L2

Shri Vijay Singh, Proprietor of M/s. Vijay Cargo Movers, Vapi in his statement
cor(s/documents recovered under
dated 12.05.2015 (RUD-34B) stated
Pase
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Panchnama dated 28.03.2015 drawn from their premises pertains

to his firm viz.,

M/s. Vijay Cargo Movers and was being maintained by him; that on 28.03.2015
around 9.00 to 9.30 am, Shri Pratik Thacker called him and told that he (Pratik
Thacker) had already fled as his container had been seized by the DRI officers at
Surat and asked him to flee from the office, so he ran away and did not come to his
office during search; On being asked specifically about M/s Maa Ashapura Foods
Industries, Vapi, he stated that the said firm was owned by Shri Pratik Thacker and,
was also having his godown at GIDC, Vapi; that regarding nature of goods'
transported, he stated that Shri Pratik Thacker told him that bags contains LDPE
waste and carton contains biscuits/chocolates but he had never verified the same;
that Shri Viren Thacker came to his office with Shri Pratik Thacker in November and
later on both used to come to Vapi whenever goods arrived at the godown and
transportation was required to be done; that sometimes Shri Pratik Thacker or Shri
Mehul Pujara or Shri Viren Thacker used to accompany the trucks loaded with the
goods to the place of delivery.

13

Shri Kishor Bhagwandas Bhagat, Director M/s. Shakti Forwarders Pvt. Ltd.,
Gandhidham was recorded on 18.05.2015 wherein he stated that at ICD-Valvada
and Hazira Port, Shri Jayesh Mehta was handling work of their CHA firm; that Shrl
Jayesh Mehta directly handled the clients for the customs clearance work and he
never came into contact with any party for the work brought by Shri Jayesh Mehta;
that they had handled total three consignments of LDPE/Plastic Regrinding imported
by M/s. Paramount Overseas, Bhuj; that they had not done Customs clearance
work for M/s. Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj; that all the above said three consignments
were cleared at Hazira Port, Surat; that the bills/debit notes had been raised by
Shri Jayesh L. Mehta to M/s. Paramount Overseas, Bhuj as Shri Jayesh Mehta had
paid all the expenses towards clearance of the consignments, except in case of one
consignment cleared under B.E.No. 7668086 dated 11.12.2014.

L4 Shri Jayeshbhai Laxmikant Mehta, Vapi in his further statement

dated
22.O5.2015 upon perusing his earlier statement dated 29.03.2015, statement dated
29.O4.2OL5 of Shri Vijay Mathuradas Chandan and statement dated 18.05.2015 of
Shri Kishor Bhagwandas Bhagat agreed with the contents mentioned therein; that
he had started procedure for the clearance of the said six containers and

accordingly he had flled online Bills of Entry No.8728672 dated 26.03.2015 for
container No. GLDU7514342 and TCLU9853300 for total 38.48 MTS of LDPE Regrinding under Bill of Lading No. MSCUD9809593; that another Bill of Entry online
filed by him for which Job No.3381999 dated 25,03.2015 was allotted by the
Customs, for container No.MEDU8764461 & TCNU7674638 under Bill of Lading No.
MSCUD9B14163 for total 50.10 MTS of Waste Paper, which was sold on High Seas
Sale basis to M/s. Shah Paper Mills Ltd., GIDC, Vapi; that he had not filed bill of
entry in respect of another two containers imported by M/s. Mahavir Overseas,
Bhuj, as he had not received documents in time and they were waiting for the said
documents, meanwhile department has detained the containers; that he had
received payments from M/s. Paramount Overseas towards clearance; that all the
cash payments received by him at Vapi were through Shri Mehul Pujara / Shri
Pratik Thacker and some time through Angadia.

15

On being asked he stated that he had initially interacted with Shri Mehul
Pujara who introduced himself as representative of M/s Paramount Overseas and
then with Shri Viren Thacker, Proprietor of M/s. Paramount Overseas and also Shri
Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias Ramani/Vagadiya, who also introduced himself as
owner of said firms; that he had dealt with these three persons in respect of import
of all these firms and met them personally at Vapi and contacted them on their
mobile phones; that the documents were usually received from their email id; that
ofM /,q. Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj; that
he did not know Shri Falgun Shah, P
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he had met Shri Kamleshbhai of Dubai once at Vapi Highway in the month of
December, 2014 and he (Kamleshbhai) was introduced by Shri Mehul Pujara as
overseas supplier of LDPE Regrinding and Waste Papers from Dubai; that he did not
know full name or address or phone number of Shri Kamleshbhai.

16

He further stated

that Shri Vijay Singh was handling the transportation of the
goods imported by M/s. Paramount Overseas, M/s. Mahavir Overseas and M/s.
Ganesh Tradlink, that generally Shri Mehul Pujara and/or Shri Viren Thacker and/or
Shri Pratik Thacker always remained present during receipt and storage of imported
goods as and when the consignments imported by above flrms cleared from the
Customs; that as per his knowledge no payment have been made by these flrms to
their overseas supplier.

17 As per the request made by the DRI, Surat, the Hon'ble Chief Judicial
Magistrate, Surat on 07,04.2075 has considered that the cigarettes have a very
short shelf life and are prone to rapid decay and perishable in nature and allowed
for pre-trial disposal of the seized cigarettes subject to certain conditions. In
compliance thereof, Panchnama proceedings were carried out on 10.04.2015 and
15 representative samples (3120 Nos.) were drawn and 15 photographs were taken
in presence of Shri Mehul Pujara and the same have been deposited in the Customs
Godown, Surat. Subsequently, the said seized cigarettes have been auctioned
through M/s. MSTC Ltd. (A Government of India Enterprise), Vadodara. The total
amount of sale proceeds of Rs. 13,11,23,L221- were deposited in the Central
Government Customs Revenue Confiscated Goods Sale Proceeds. An amount oF Rs.
3,93,36,9361- towards VAT @ 30o/o of the sale proceeds had also been paid by the
buyer through M/s. MSTC Ltd., Vadodara. Compliance report on pre-trial disposal of
said seized cigarettes was also flled before the Hon'ble CJM Court on 12.05.2015.

18

Shri Viren Pravinbhai Thacker, and Shri Falgun Shah did not appear for
recording thelr statement despite repeated summons and a criminal case has been
filed agalnst them.

19

Shri Pratik Thacker alias Ramani appeared on 14.08.2015 as per the oral
order of Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat. He deposed that he had given his shop on
rent to Shri Viren Thacker; that Shri Mehul Pujara, was his cousin brother; that he
and Shri Viren Thacker started work of import of LDPE re-grinding from Dubai; that
as per his (Mehul) suggestion Import Export Code was obtained in September,
2014 in the name of M/s. Paramount Overseas; that he knew Shri Falgun
Indravadan Shah of Bhuj as he was his friend and was the proprietor of M/s.
Mahavir Overseas; that Shri Mehul Pujara and Shri Viren Thacker had started work
of import of Plastic Waste (LDPE) Re-Grinding from Dubai under IEC of M/s.
Paramount Overseas. He further stated that he knew Shri Jayesh L. Mehta of Vapi,
who was working as Custom Clearing Agent at ICD Valvada and Hazira Customs
Port and he used to contact him (Jayesh) regarding Customs Clearance; that he
was introduced by Shri Mehul Pujara for the import works in respect of M/s.
Paramount Overseas and M/s. Mahavir Overseas; that he had visited ICD Valvada
and Customs Port Hazira, Surat only once with Shri Mehul Pujara; that he had also
visited five to six times Vapi with Mehul Pujara alongwith Jayesh Mehta; that for
storage of goods imported by M/s. Paramount Overseas and M/s. Mahavir Overseas
they hired a godown; that he knew Shri Vijay Singh, owner of M/s. Vijay Cargo
l'4overs of Vapi; that he met Shri Kamleshbhai of Dubai during December, 20L4
introduced by Shri Mehul Pujara as supplier of goods from Dubai to M/s. Paramount
Overseas and M/s. Mahavir Overseas; that he had visited many times Surat
alongwith Shri Mehul Pujara and Shri Viren; that he came to know that a huge
quantity of cigarettes was found from 4 containers seized at Surat; that he
in his Car and reached Surat on
a long with Shri Viren Thacker left from
yed at
t (or 3 days and were arranging
28.03.2015 in the morning; that he
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to hire lawyer for bail/security in case Shri Mehul Pujara was arrested; that he had
received Summons from DRI Department, but he did not appear as he was told by
Shri Mehul Pujara not to appear before DRI, otherwise he (Shri Mehul) would not
come out of jail.

20 Further summons were issued to Shri Pratik Thacker after dismissal of his
anticipatory bail vide order dated 11.08.2015 by the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat,
but he did not appear. As he had failed to honour the summons, a Criminal
Complaint under section 174 &. 175 of Indian Penal Code, 1860 read with Section
108 of the Customs Act, 1962 was filed against him in the Court of Hon'ble Chief
Judicial Magistrate, Surat on 12.01.2016 which is pend:ng.
2L

Similarly, several summons were issued to Shri Kamlesh (Dev), Director of
M/s. Al Shams Plastic Waste Ind. Tr. LLC, Sharl'ah, U.A.E, which were sent to him
for serving through Consul (Economic), Consulate General of Inida, Dubai but he
did not appear before the department.

22

The mobile call records of relevant period were analyzed and it was revealed
that all the alleged offenders communicated with each other at odd hours, on the
days preceding the arrival of containers as well as on the date of seizure.

23

Further, scrutiny of Bank accounts of both the firms, Shri Mehul Pujara, Shri
Pratik Thacker, Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Falgun Shah revealed that no payments
were made to the overseas supplier for the past imports and also the seized
consignments imported by both the firms.

24

As the investigation was not concluded due to non appearance of certain key
persons for recording their depositions a show cause notice was issued on
08.09.2015 for extending the time limit for issuing the SCN, under Section 124 of
the Customs Act, 1962 and proviso to Section 110(2) of the Act. The time period
for issuance of SCN was extended for a further period of six months by the Principal
Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad vide Order- in-orig ina I No.
05/Pr.Commr/O&A/DRI/20 15 dated 16.09. 2015.

25

The investigation concluded with the allegation that M/s Paramount Overseas
had smuggled 1250 cartons of foreign origin cigarettes containing L,63,32,4O0
sticks valued at Rs. 11,68,56,800/- by concealing them behind 364 bags of LDPE
re-grinding weighing 9100 kgs and valued at Rs. 4,55,000/-. Contravention of
Section 46( 1) of the Act was alleged alongwith Sections 3 & 11 of Foreign Trade
(Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 and Rules 11 & 14 of the Foreign Trade
(Regulation) Rules, 1993 saying that they had misdeclared the trade description of
goods in their Bills of Entry and also suppressed the material facts. It was further
alleged that M/s Mahavir Overseas had smuggled 1352 cartons containing
1,57,64,000 sticks of cigarettes of foreign origin valued at Rs. 11,50,28,000/- by
concealing them behind 456 bags of LDPE re-grinding weighing 11400 kgs. and
valued at Rs. 5,70,000/- Contravention of Section 46(1) of the Act was alleged
alongwith Sections 3 & 11 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act,
1992 and Rules 11 & 14 ofthe Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 saying that
they had misdeclared the true description of goods in their Bills of Entry and also
suppressed the material facts.

26 It

was also alleged that the cigarettes of foreign origin imported by M/s
Paramount Overaseas and M/s Mahavir Overseas by concealment falls under the
category of illegal imports', as envisaged under Section 11A(a) of the Act and
constitutes smuggling on their part, as defined under Section 2(39) of the Act.
Further, these products are subject to statutory health warning, as specified under
the Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products (Packing and Labelling) Amendment
ea cts, a total of 2602 cartons of
Rules, 2009. It was further stated by
li
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foreign origin cigarettes containing 3,20,96,40O sticks and valued at Rs.
23,L8,84,800/ - have been rendered liable for confiscation under the provisions of
Sections 111(d). (f), (i), (l) & (m) of the Act and Section 118 of the Act. Further,
the total of 820 bags of LDPE re-grinding weighing 20,500 kgs. and valued at Rs.
10,25,000 are also liable to confiscation, under Sections 118 and 119 of the Act.

I

The contraventions also constitute offence as described under Section 112(a) of the
Act, rendering them liable to penal action.

27

a

Show Cause Notice was issued on 17.03.2016 asking M/s
Paramount Overseas, its Proprietor Shri Viren Thacker, Shri Mehul Pujara and Mr.
Pratik Thacker alias Ramani being the de-facto owners to show cause as to why :
Therefore,

(i)

(ii)
(.i

i)

Seized 1250 cartons containing 16332400 sticks of Indonesian origin
cigarettes valued at Rs.11,68,56,800/- alongwith the packaging
material should not be absolutely confiscated under the provisions of
Section 111 (d), (0, (i) (l) & (m) and Section 118 of the Customs Act,
1962 and the amount realized as sale proceeds against the sale of
seized cigarettes (except representative samples) through auction
should not be adjusted/appropriated in terms of Section L26 of
Customs Act, 1962.
Seized 364 bags totally weighing 9100 kgs of LDPE re grinding valued
at Rs.4,55,000/- used for concealing cigarettes should not be
confiscated under Section 118 & 119 ofthe Customs Act, 1962;
Penalty should not be imposed separately on them under Section
112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

28

Similarly, M/s. Mahavir Overseas and its Proprietor Shri Falgun Indravadan
Shah, Shri Mehul Navinchandra Pujara and Shri Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias
Ramani being the de-facto owners were also called upon to show cause as to why:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Seized 1352 cartons containing 15764000 sticks of Indonesian origin
cigarettes valued at Rs.11,50,28,000/- (market Value) alongwith the
packaging material should not be absolutely confiscated under the
provisions of Section 111(d), (f), (i) (l) & (m) and Section 118 of the
Customs Act, 1962 and the amount realized as sale proceeds against
the sale of seized cigarettes (except representative samples) through
auction should not be adjusted/appropriated in terms of Section 126
of Customs Act, 1962.
The Seized 456 bags totally weighing 11400 kgs of LDPE re-grinding
valued at Rs.5,70,000/- used for concealing cigarettes should not be
confiscated under Section 118 & 119 of the Customs Act, 1962;
Penalty should not be imposed separately on them under Section
112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

29 Shri Mehul Navinchandra

Pujara, Gandhidham and Shri Pratik Kanubhai
Thacker alias Ramani, Bhuj, were also called upon to show cause as to why penalty
should not be imposed separately on them under Section 114AA of the of Customs
Act, 1962. Shri Kamleshbhai, Director of M/s. Al Shams Plastic Waste Ind. Sharjah,
U.A.E., was also made a noticee for penal action under Section 112(a) Customs Act,
L962.

Reply and Personal Hearing

30

Despite providing sufficient time, none of the noticees have replied to the
charges mentioned against them in the SCN.

u-
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to all the noticees on 25.07.2016 and further'
on 05.09.2016,23.09.2016 and 07.10.2016. All the noticees except Shri
Personal hearing was offered

Kamleshbhai have acknowledged the communication for hearing. As the notice for
hearing had not been received by Shri Kamleshbhai, it was served on the notice
board of this office on 26.09.2016, as per the provisions of Section 153(b) of the
Act. None of the noticees have either filed their written submissions or appeared
for any of the hearings.

DISCUSSION AND FINDING

32 I have carefully gone through

the facts of the case. From the records, it is
seen that during the course of investigation, statements of Shri Mehul N Pujara,
representative of both the impofting firms was recorded. Summons were issued to

Shri Viren Thacker, proprietor of Paramount Overseas, Shri Falgun Shah, Proprietor
of M/s Mahavir Overseas and Shri Pratik Thacker alias Ramani. Despite giving them
the opportunity repeatedly to come out with the truth, they have chosen not to
present their case before the investigating officers. It is only after Hon'ble High
Court of Gujarat's Order, Shri Pratik Thacker alias Ramani appeared on 14.08.2015
for oral evidences. Later on, he also did not honour the summons.

33

These concerned persons have chosen not to present their case even during
the course of adjudication. They were given sufficient opportunity to file written
submissions and appear for personal hearings on 25,O7.2016 and further on
05.09.2016, 23.09.2016 and 07.10.2016. Despite these communication having
been acknowledged, no defence has been advanced by them against the allegations
levelled in the SCN. Therefore, I have no option but to proceed with the
adjudication proceedings based on the facts available on record.

34

As there is no defence submission, I would like to straight away refer to two
Panchanamas which were drawn on 27.O3.20t5 and 28.03.2015 whereby it was
revealed that (i) M/s Paramount Overseas had smuggled 1250 cartons of foreign
origin cigarettes containing 16332400 sticks concealed just behind 364 bags of
LDPE re-grinding weighing 9100 kgs. and (ii) M/s Mahavir Overseas had smuggled
1352 cartons containing 15764000 sticks of cigarettes of foreign origin by
concealing them behind 456 bags of LDPE re-grinding weighing 11400 kgs. These
Panchnamas are made as RUDs. 2 and 3 of the SCN, whereby details regarding the

containers, examination of goods, recovery of cigarettes, etc. were exhaustively
depicted.

35 I

find that both the said Panchanamas were drawn by the investigating
olficers in presence of two independent witnesses. Besides, these Panchanama
proceedings were witnessed by Shri Jayesh Mehta, Authorised Representative of
CHA firm M/s. Mathuradas Narandas & Sons Forwarders Ltd., Mumbai; Shri Mehul
Navinchandra Pujara, representative of the importing firms M/s. Paramount
Overseas, Bhuj & M/s. Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj; Shri Kunal Desai, Sr.Manager of
M/s. Adani Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.. Shri Vijay Mathurdas Chandan, Managing Director
of M/s Mathurdas Narandas & Sons Forwarders, Mumbai and Shri S.K.Pramod,
Sr.Manager of Shipping Line Agent M/s. MSC Agency (India) Pvt. Ltd., Surat. I find
that neither the panchas nor any of the responsible persons who witnessed the
panchnama have disputed the facts and the manner of the verification of the
containers, All the representatives present during the panchnama proceedings
have unanimously agreed with the fact of concealment of cigarettes behind LDPE
re-grindings in their subsequent statements.

36 I find the contents mentioned in the Panchanama was re-confirmed

by Shri

Mehul Navinchandra Pujara, representative of both the importing firms viz., M/s.
Paramount Overseas, Bhuj & M/s. Mahav
vers
huj in his statement, dated
Page 9 of
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29.03.2015 and 30.03.2015. He has also admitted that Shri Viren Thacker had
informed him that the said four containers were stuffed with foreign origin Filter
Cigarettes and the same were to be cleared from the Customs, Hazira Port through
transhipment to ICD-Valvada, Vapi under the guise of LDPE Regrinding. However,
before the said work was completed, the DRI had conducted the examination of the
said containers and he immediately informed Shri Viren Thacker and asked him to
come to Surat. He further stated that if the cigarettes had been safely cleared from
Customs, the same would have been stored in their godown situated at Vapi and
disposed off as per the direction and instruction of Shri Viren Thacker and Shri
Pratik Thacker @ Ramani (Vaghadiya).

37

Similarly, the contents in the Panchanama were also confirmed by Shri
Jayeshbhai L Mehta, representative of CHA in his statement dated 29.03.2015.
Further, Shri S.K.Pramod, Sr.Manager of Shipping Line Agent M/s. MSC Agency
(India) Pvt. Ltd., Surat in his statement dated 09.04.2015 has also confirmed the
facts mentioned in the Panchnama dated 27.03.2015. Besides, Shri Vijay
Mathurdas Chandan, Managing Director of M/s Mathurdas Narandas & Sons
Forwarders, Mumbai, in his statement dated 29,04,20L5, upon perusing the
Panchnama daled 27.03.205 and 28,03.2015, has stated that he was present
during the said panchnama and confirmed the facts narrated therein. I find all these
confirmatory statements were recorded on subsequent dates and therefore proves

'

the correctness of the facts.

38 In

view of the above discussion it is clearly established that both the
importing firms viz.. Mahavir Overseas and Paramount Overseas had attempted to
smuggle the foreign origin cigarettes. It is further revealed that M/s Paramount
Overseas had filed the B/E for clearance, whereas in respect of M/s Mahavir
Overseas, it was admitted that they were waiting for the documents. It is also
found that that these consignments were to be transhipped to Customs, ICD,
Valvada, Vapi from Hazira, Surat for which necessary documents have been flled
before the M/s MSC Agency (India) Pvt. Ltd., Surat.

39 It is clear that M/s Paramount

Overseas, Bhuj attempted

to smuggle

1250

cartons containing L6332400 sticks of cigarettes of Indonesian origin valued at
Rs.11,68,56,800/- (Market Value) in two containers bearing No. GLDU 75t4342 and
TCLU 9853300 under the guise of LDPE-regrinding, by concealing it behind 9100
kgs. of LDPE re-grinding valued at Rs.4,55,000/-. The documents collected by DRI
during the investigation revealed that in the B/E No. 8728672 dated 26.03.2015
filed by M/s Paramount Overseas for clearance of 38.48 MT of LDPE Regrinding
under the CTH 39011090 and the assessable BCD @ 7.5o/o and CVD @ !2.5o/o,
Further, in the Bill of Lading and IGM, the description of goods was misdeclared as
LDPE regrinding, while actually both LDPE Re-grinding and cigarettes were found in
the containers. As per Section 30, an IGM should be furnished containing true
declaration of goods in the vessel. Similarly, in terms of Section 46 of the Act, a
Bill of Entry should be filed Indicating true description of imported goods. As the
description of goods has been misdeclared by declaring only LDPE regrinding, but
not cigarettes in the Bill of Entry, there is a clear violation of Section 30 and Section
46 of the Customs Act. Therefore, I find that they have contravened the provisions
of Section 46 of Customs Act, 1962 read with Section 3 & 11 of Foreign Trade
(Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 and Rule 11 & 14 of the Foreign Trade
(

Regulation) Rules, 1993.

40

Similarly, M/s Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj has attempted to smuggle 1352
cartons containing 15764000 sticks of cigarettes of foreign origin valued at
Rs.11,50,28,000/- (Market Value) under the guise of LDPE regrinding by concealing
it behind 11400 kgs of LDPE re-grinding valued at Rs.5,70,000/-. M/s Mahavir
ated 04.03.2015 , Bill of Lading,
Overseas in the commercial invoice N
Page
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Packing List and IGM, the description of goods was misdeclared as LDPE regrinding,
whereas during the physical verification it was found that the declared goods were
stacked only in the front side oF the container and just behind the same foreign
cigarettes were concealed. It is revealed that the filing of B/E in respect of M/s
Mahavir Overseas could not be made due to non receipt of documents in time as
they were waiting for the same, which was made known by CHA Shri Jayesh Mehta
and Shri Vijay Mathurdas Chandan in their respective statements. As per Section
30, an IGM should furnish true declaration of goods in the vessel. As the
description of goods has been misdeclared by declaring only LDPE regrinding, but
not cigarettes in the Bill of Entry, there is a clear violation of Section 30 of the
Customs Act. Therefore, I find that they have contravened the provisions of Section
11 of Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 and Rule 11 & 14 of
the Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993.

4L

As per the provisions contained in the Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products
(Packaging and Labelling) Amendment Rules, 2009, as notified by the Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare, all the cigarettes and tobacco products should have health
warning on all the packets for sale in India when imported. I find that the said
importers have contravened the said provisions.

42

Therefore, all these contraventions on the part of M/s Paramount Overseas &
M/s Mahavir Overseas, have rendered the 3,20,96,400 sticks of cigarettes of
foreign origin valued at Rs.23,18,84,800/- (Market Value) liable to confiscation
under the provisions of Section 111 (d), (0, (i) (l) & (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
Similarly, all these acts on the part of M/s Paramount Overseas & M/s Mahavir
Overseas, have also rendered the 20,500.00 kgs. of LDPE re grinding valued at
Rs.10,25,000/- liable to confiscation under the provisions of Section 118 and
Section 119 of the Customs Act, 1962. Further, the contravention of above
mentioned provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and also Cigarettes and other Tobacco
Products (Packaging and Labelling) Amendment Rules, 2009, on the part of M/s
Paramount Overseas (proprietor Shri Viren P. Thacker) and M/s Mahavir Overseas
(Proprietor Shri Falgun L Shah), constitute an offence of the nature as described
under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 and hence rendered them liable to
penal action under the said Section of the Act.

43

There is a proposal for penal action on Shri Mehul Pujara, representative of
both importing firms under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.
He was looking after overall work viz., import, sale, purchase, payment, etc.,
together with Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Pratik Kanubhai Thacker in respect of
both the firms viz M/s Paramount Overseas and M/s ]vlahavir Overseas. Shri Mehul
Pujara dealt wlth overseas supplier, CHA firm, Shipping firm, buyers, transporter,
etc. and was the master mind and instrumental in smuggling of cigarettes of foreign
origin with the help of Dubai supplier Shri Kamleshbhai, which resulted in the
smuggling of foreign origin cigarettes in order to evade Customs duty amounting
to Rs.20,28,76,L841-. He alongwith Shri Pratik thacker, were also involved in
disposal of goods imported by both the firms. He used to provide original
documents to CHA firm as well as shipping line either by courier or personally
visiting them. He used to provide import documents such as Commercial Invoice,
Bill of Lading, Packing list showing wrong description of goods to be imported. In
addition, in spite of knowing the fact that seized four containers, contained foreign
origin cigarettes have attempted to clear the import consignment. All these acts on
the part of Shri Mehul Pujara constitute an offence for the violations of Section 3 of
Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992; Rule 11 & 14 of Foreign
Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 and Section 30 and a6$) of the Customs Act,
1962. Further, all these acts on his p art
nd to have rendered confiscation under
the provisions of Section 111 (d),
of the Customs Act, 1962.
A
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Further, all these acts on his part appears to have rendered the goods used for
concealment viz., 20,500 kgs. of LDPE re grinding valued at Rs.10,25,000/- liable
to confiscation under the provisions of Section 118 and Section 119 of the Customs
Act, 1962. Further, the contravention of above mentioned provisions of Customs
Act, 1962, on the part of Shri Mehul N. Pujara, constitute an offence of the nature
as described under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 and hence he has
rendered himself liable to penal action.

44

Further, Shri Mehul Pujara produced Invoices of exporting firms showing
wrong description of goods and used to sign as proprietor of both the firms in the
Bill of Lading and other documents as V.P. Thacker and Falgun I Shah for taking
delivery order and thereby rendered himself liable for penal action under Section
114AA of Customs Act, 1962.

45

There is a proposal for penal action on Shri Pratik Thacker under Section
112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962. Shri Pratik Thacker along with Shri
Viren Thacker and Shri Mehul Pujara imported the goods in the name of M/s
Paramount Overseas and M/s Mahavir Overseas, both of Bhuj. He had facilitated
Shri Mehul Pujara to obtain IEC in the name of his friends and was looking after
disposal of imported goods and its transpoftation. It is revealed by different
witnesses in their statements that though M/s Mahavir Agencies and M/s Paramount
Overseas is proprietor firms, all the business transactions were controlled, managed
and financed by Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Pratik Ramani. He was instrumental in
smuggling of cigarettes of foreign origin. As per the statement of Shri Mehul N
Pujara, if the smuggled cigarettes were cleared, the same would have been
dlsposed of as per the directions of Shri Viren Thacker and Shri Pratik Ramani.
Scrutiny of telephone data extracted revealed that Shri Pratik Thacker was in touch
with the other offenders at odd hours on the days preceding the arrival of
containers as well as on the date of seizure. All these acts on the part of Shri Pratik
Thacker constitute an offence for the violations of Section 3 of Foreign Trade
(Development & Regulation) Act, 1992; Rule 11 & 14 of Foreign Trade (Regulation)
Rules, 1993 and Section 46() of the Customs Act, 1962. Further, all these acts on
his part appear to have rendered the smuggled goods liable to confiscation under
the provisions of Section 111 (d), (f), (i) (l) & (m) and Section 118 of the Customs
Act. 1962. And all these acts on his part have also rendered 20,500 kgs of LDPE Re
grinding valued at Rs.10,25,000/- used for concealment is liable to conflscation
under the provisions of Section 118 and Section 119 of the Customs Act, 1962.
Further, the contravention of above mentioned provisions of Customs Act, 1962, on
the part of Shri Pratik Thacker, constitute an offence of the nature as described
under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 and hence rendered him liable to
penal action.

46

Besides, Shri Pratik Thacker was also instrumental in providing Invoices and
other documents firms showing wrong description of goods, etc. before Customs
authorities and thereby rendered himself liable for penal action under Section
114AA of Customs Act, 1962.

47

There is a proposal for penal action on Shri Kamleshbhai under Section
112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962. Shri Kamleshbhai, owner of firms viz M/s. Al
Shams Plastic Industries Tr. LLC and M/s. Azan General Trading FZE, both UAE was
also actively concerned in the said smuggling of cigarettes of Indonesian origin in
connivance with Shri Mehul Pujara, Shri Pratik Thacker and Shri Viren Thacker. The
seized smuggled foreign origin cigarettes were shipped from Dubai on the basis of
Invoice issued in the name of firm M/s. Hayat Al Dunlya General Trading FZE,
Ajman Free Zone, Ajman, UAE and the said invoices were managed by him. These
details are corroborated with the sta
dated 09.04.2015 0f shri Pramod
got the goods in question
Kumar, Sr. N4anager Operation. He
n
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loaded in the said four containers by concealing it behind LDPE regrinding bags.
Thus, he was co-conspirator in the smuggling of said foreign origin cigarettes in
order to evade Customs duty amounting to Rs.20,28,76,184/ -. He desisted himself
from appearing before the department and did not honour Summons issued to him.
The cigarettes under seizure were not in compliance with the said provisions and
therefore contravened the provisions of Section 3 of Foreign trade (Development &
Regulatlon) Act, 1992 and rendered the goods to be "prohibited goods within the
meaning of Section 2(33) of Customs Act, 1962 read with provisions of Section 11
of Customs Act, 1962. Therefore, all these acts on the part of Shri Kamleshbhai of
Dubai constitute an offence for the violations of Section 3 of Foreign Trade
(Development & Regulation) Act, 1992; Rule 11 & 14 of Foreign Trade (Regulation)
Rules, 1993 and Section 46(4) ot the Customs Act, 1962 and tantamount to
smuggling within the meaning of Section 2(39) of Customs Act, 1962. Further, the
contravention of above mentioned provisions of Customs Act, 1962, on the part of
Shri Kamleshbhai of Dubai, made the smuggled cigarettes liable to confiscation
under Section 111 (d), (f), (i) (l) & (m) and Section 118 of the Customs Acl, t962
and hence rendered him liable to penal action under Section 112(a) of the Act
1962.

48

In vlew of blatant violation of provisions of Customs Act, 1962 Foreign Trade
(Development & Regulations) Act, L992, Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993
and Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products (Packaging and Labelling) Amendment
Rules, 2009, I do not consider this case to be appropriate where the goods can be
allowed to be redeemed on payment of redemption fine.

49

As the said seized cigarettes (except representative samples containing 3120
Nos. of Cigarettes valued at Rs.24,04O/ which was subsequently disposed of by eauction, the amount of Rs.13,11,23,1221- realized as sale proceeds is required to
be adjusted/a ppropriated against the confiscation of the said seized cigarettes in
terms of Section 126 of Customs Act, 1962.

50

In view of the above, I pass the following order

:

ORDER

(i)

(

ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

I order absolute confiscation of

1250 catons, imported by M/s

Paramount Overseas, Bhuj, containing 16332400 sticks of Indonesian
origin cigarettes valued at Rs.11,68,56,800/- alongwith the packaging
material under the provisions of Section 111 (d), (f), (i) (l) & (m) and
Section 118 of the Customs Act, 1962.
I order absolute conflscation of 9100 kgs of LDPE re-grinding,
imported by M/s Paramount Overseas, Bhuj, valued at Rs. 4,55,000/which was used for concealment of cigarettes under Section 118 & 119
of the Customs Act, 1962.
I order absolute confiscation of 1352 cartons, imported by M/s Mahavir
Overseas, Bhuj, containing 15764000 sticks of Indonesian origin
cigarettes valued at Rs.11,50,28,000/- alongwith the packaging
material under the provisions of Section 111 (d), (0, (i) (l) & (m) and
Section 118 of the Customs Act, 1962.
I order absolute confiscation of 11400 kgs of LDPE re-grinding,
imported by M/s Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj, valued at Rs.5,70,000/which were used for concealing cigarettes under Section 118 & 119 of
the Customs Act, 1962.
I order appropriation of Rs.13,11,23,L22/- (Rupees thirteen crore
eleven lakh twenty three thousand one hundred twenty two) realized
as sale proceeds against the sale of seized cigarettes , (except
M/s Paramount Overseas, Bhuj
representative samples) i

I
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and M/s Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj, through auction in terms of Section
126 of Customs Act, 1962.
(vi) I impose a Penalty of Rs.10,00,000/- (Rupees Ten Lakh only) on M/s
Paramount Overseas, Bhuj under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act,
L962.
(vii) I impose a Penalty of Rs.10,00,000/- (Rupees Ten Lakh only) on M/s
Mahavir Overseas, Bhuj under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, "L962.
impose a penalty of Rs.10,00,000/- (Rupees Ten Lakh only) on Shri
Mehul Navinchandra Pujara, Gandhidham under Section 112(a) of the
Customs Act, and Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees one Lakh only) under Section
114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.
I impose a penalty of Rs.10,00,000/- (Rupees Ten Lakh only) on Shri
Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias Ramani, Bhuj under Section 112(a) of
the Customs Act, and Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees one Lakh only) under
Section 114AA ofthe Customs Act, 1962.
I impose a penalty of Rs.5,00,000/- (Rupees Five Lakh only) on Shri
Kamleshbhai, Director of M/s. Al Shams Plastic Waste Ind, Sharjah,
U.A.E. under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962

(viii) I

(ix)

(x)

It-

---*--:
(Aj ay

{arn)

Principal Commissioner, Customs
Ah medabad
F. No. VIII/10-1 1/Pr.Commr. /0&A/2016

Date:10.11.2016

By Regd. Post A/D

I

To

1. M/s. Paramount

2.
3.

4.
5.

Overseas (Proprietor Shri Viren Pravinbhai Thacker),71,
Somaiya Nagar, RTO Relocation Site, Bhuj-370001 (Kutch)
Mls, Mahavir Overseas, (Proprietor Shri Falgun Indravadan Shah), 1, Dr.
Bhanji Street,Talav Sheri, Vaniya Vad, Chhathi Bari, Ring Road, Bhuj 370001
or Shri Falgun Indravadan Shah, 1st Floor, Yasvi Appartment, Maherali
Chowk, Bhuj-370001
Shri Mehul Navinchandra Pujara, t74/8, Ward 68, Hemukalani Nagar, Adipur,
Kutchh, Gandhidham or Shri Mehul Navinchandra Pujara, Plot No. 159,
Bageshree Township-II, Airport Road, Varsamedi Gam, Taluka- Anjar Dist.Kutch
Shri Pratik Kanubhai Thacker alias Ramani, Plot No.272-D, Aiya Nagar,
Mundra Road, Bhuj-371001
Shri Kamleshbhai, Director of M/s. Al Shams Plastic Waste Ind. Tr. LLC &
M/s.Azan General Trading FZE P,O, Box : 47460, Industrial Area No,10,
Sharjah, UAE.

Copy to:
1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat, Ahmedabad
2. The Addl. Director General, DRI, AZU, Ahmedabad
3. The Additional Commissioner of Customs, Customs House, Urmi Complex,
2nd Floor, Sagarampura, Besides K.P. Sanghvi Hospital, Surat.
4. The Deputy Director, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Regional Unit,,2nd
Floor, Avalon Building, Above Indian Bank, B/H S. D. Jain School, PiplodVesu, Surat 395007
s..,,Guard File.
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